
Madam's 3431 

 

  Chapter 3431 A close call 

 

   "Patriarch." After He Lin heard the hasty report from his subordinates outside, he helped the 

middle-aged man who hadn't recovered from the effects of the medicine and said hesitantly: "Master 

Nan is here." 

 

  Ji Lingfeng's forehead was soaked with sweat, his eyebrows and eyes were completely in pain, and 

his lips had changed from colorless to black purple. 

 

  When he heard He Lin's words, his mood fluctuated, causing his lungs to itch. 

 

  Ji Lingfeng opened his eyes and rushed forward, coughing muffledly, grabbed the towel to catch the 

'something' coughed up from his throat. 

 

  Black blood wet the towel and flowed through his fingers. 

 

  He Lin was taken aback, and quickly supported him, giving him comfort: "Patriarch, don't get 

excited, there is water on the table, you should moisten your throat first." 

 

  Ji Lingfeng still calmed down. After barely controlling the pain in his lungs, he looked at him with 

eagle eyes: "Why is he here?!" 

 

   "Master Nan may have heard something from his wife." He Lin didn't know why Ji Nan came. 

 

  Based on what he knew about his wife, it was impossible for his wife to tell Nan Shao that Nan Shao 

would get involved in danger. In other words, the most likely reason is that Ji Nan guessed the risk and 

came here by himself. 

 



  He didn't want Ji Lingfeng to suffer anymore, but he still had to report to the patriarch what he had 

to say: "Nan Shao drove by himself at the door and stopped the people outside the hall. He also 

said...say..." 

 

  Ji Lingfeng felt as if a big wooden hammer was hitting him **** the head, his head was buzzing, so 

he had to clenched his fists to try to maintain his composure, staring at He Lin with eagle eyes like 

hooks: "What are you talking about?" 

 

  He Lin lowered his head subconsciously: "Nan Shao said that if you want to go in, you have to step 

over his corpse." 

 

   "Heh!" Ji Lingfeng didn't know whether he was happy or angry: "He is not afraid of death." 

 

  He Lin didn't dare to look at his expression at the moment. The current situation was indeed too 

unfriendly to them. He hesitated and stared at his toes: "Patriarch, how about...let's take it easy." 

 

  The people at the entrance of the hall are not those elders, especially the people at the entrance of 

the south are all people who licked blood from the knife edge. 

 

  It is not the same kind of person as Nan Shao knew. 

 

  These people can't do anything. 

 

  If there is an accident... 

 

  He Lin didn't dare to think about it. 

 

  Ji Lingfeng closed his eyes fiercely, as if he wanted to force himself to calm down and deal with the 

current mess. Regardless of the unabated pain in his body, he forced himself to stand up: "Let's go, go to 

Juyi Hall." 

 

  He knows the current situation better than He Lin. 



 

   There is no turning back when you shoot the bow. 

 

  Since he made this decision, he can't turn back. The only way to save Ji Nan now is not to let go, but 

to make those people bow their heads quickly! 

 

  ** 

 

  There was such a big commotion at the gate of Ji's old house. 

 

  It is impossible for the major forces in the Independent Continent not to know. 

 

   The various forces that were already ready to move saw Ji Nan blocking the door, and Ji Lingfeng 

guessed that Ji Lingfeng's situation was not good before he even showed up. 

 

  The internal struggle of the Ji family seems to be on the surface. 

 

  Everyone wants to eat and take this opportunity to get a share. 

 

   So how can we get a share of the action? Of course, the messier the scene, the better. 

 

  For example, if Ji Nan had an 'accident' in full view at this time, wouldn't Ji's family be in trouble? 

 

  When someone moves their mind, someone will act. 

 

  Of course, the main core members of the main halls of the Ji family would not touch Ji Nan easily, 

but not only the core members followed, but also some inconspicuous characters in the halls. 

 

  As the stalemate between the two sides outside the old house became longer and longer, the 

deputy assistants at the front office also became a little impatient. 



 

   His attitude towards Ji Nan is getting tougher. 

 

   Individuals even started threatening. 

 

   "Nan Shao, if you continue to make trouble like this, brothers can't spoil you anymore." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3432 Sister Nian arrived in time 

 

  Ji Nan leaned against the side of the car and played with his mobile phone with his head down. He 

was indifferent, and still had the attitude of 'run over me if you have the guts'. 

 

  This attitude is not arrogant. 

 

   Several assistants in the hall had bulging veins on their foreheads, and he was so angry that he was 

so angry. 

 

"what to do?" 

 

  The tattooed man in the third hall in the south gritted his teeth, and turned to talk to the assistants 

of the other halls: "The hall master and the others are still inside, we can't be stopped by him all the 

time." 

 

  The people at the entrance of the northern hall are all branches of the Ji family, and they are more 

or less blood related to the main branch. Looking at Ji Nan, he hesitated and said: "But Nan Shao is 

standing there, we can't really do anything to him." 

 

   "Then we're just here to watch?!" The tattooed man was dissatisfied with this answer, and asked in 

a cold voice. 



 

   Just when I was at a loss. 

 

  Suddenly someone stood up. 

 

   "Vice hall master, I'm going!" 

 

  Everyone's eyes fell on the person who stood up. 

 

  The man was 30 years old, wearing the clothes of Nankou Tangkou, not tall, thin, with heavy dark 

circles under the eyelids. 

 

   "Who is this?" The deputy at Beibei Tangkou was stunned, not knowing the man who stood up. 

 

  The tattooed man also froze for a moment, looked at the thin monkey walking out from the crowd, 

and frowned: "Why are you standing up?" 

 

  The thin monkey's eyes flashed with light that everyone couldn't understand, and said in a low 

voice: "Deputy hall master, I know you can't deal with Ji Shao. The hall master is kind to me. It's not 

convenient for you to do it, so I will do it!" 

 

   What he said was righteous, and he continued to move forward. 

 

  The tattooed man's eyebrows jumped, and he reached out to grab his arm: "What do you want to 

do!" 

 

  The recklessness of the people in the southern hall does not mean that they are brainless. 

 

  He has a clearer mind than anyone else, whoever wants to do something will bear the 

consequences. 

 



  He wanted Ji Nan to get out of the way, but he didn't want them to be the first bird. 

 

  But the thin monkey, who is usually reticent, seemed to be possessed this time. He pulled his hand 

away, and impulsively drew his gun and rushed to the front. 

 

   "Vice hall master, let me solve your problems!" 

 

   "Stop!" 

 

  The tattooed man yelled, cursed 'fuck', and hurried to stop him. 

 

  But all this happened too suddenly. 

 

  No one expected that an inconspicuous little character from Santangkou in the south would come 

out to kill Ji Nan, and none of the hundred and ten people present reacted. 

 

   Ji Nan only raised his head when he heard their yelling, only to find that the dark hole was facing 

his heart. 

 

  Such a short distance. 

 

  As long as the man shoots, he must have no time to hide... 

 

  * 

 

at the same time. 

 

   "Sister Qiao, look." 

 



   On a black off-road vehicle, Qin Si saw the dangerous situation not far away with sharp eyes, his 

face turned pale with fright, and he pointed over there for Qiao Nian to take a quick look. 

 

   Qiao Nian turned his head and saw it. 

 

  She drew the gun almost instinctively, and commanded the driver in a low voice: "Will you brake 

suddenly and wag your tail?" 

 

"Can." 

 

  Who is the man driving the car not Ye Fanchuan? 

 

  His left hand was on the steering wheel, and he was calm in the face of such an emergency, as if he 

was out on a trip. 

 

   "Drive over!" 

 

  Qiao Nian calculated the distance, pursed his lips, and completely entrusted his safety to him: "Stay 

in front of Ji Nan." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan didn't even have to answer this time, he kicked the accelerator, and the rear wheels 

of the off-road vehicle splashed dust and rushed towards the crowd. 

 

   "Nest grass, there is..." 

 

   "Car! Get out of the way!" 

 

   "Where is the crazy car?" 

 

   Qiao Nian and the others came from behind. 



  Chapter 3433 Sister Nian: Who does he belong to? 

 

  Ye Wangchuan kicked the gas pedal and ran over, directly breaking up the teams blocking the gates 

of the old house. 

 

  He stared at Jinan's position at the door, without blinking his eyes, operating the steering wheel 

with his slender fingers, and didn't even look at those people who were dodging. 

 

   At the moment when the shot was palpitating, the black off-road vehicle completed a beautiful 

180° turn and braked suddenly, and took advantage of the friction of the tires to flick its tail to perfectly 

block in front of Ji Nan. 

 

  Almost at the same time, the door of the car near Qin Si was shaken, and he looked down and saw 

the vortex created by the bullets at the door, breaking out in a cold sweat. 

 

  Damn it, you are risking your life! 

 

   The key is to play with his life~ It scared him to death. 

 

Qiao Nian wasn't idle either. When the car swayed and the people in the car swayed and couldn't sit 

still, she raised her hand and lowered the brim of her hat, her black eyes aimed at the wrist of the 

gunman, and the miniature pistol in her hand White smoke came out of the mouth, and the bullets shot 

out. 

 

   "Ah!" The man cried out in pain. 

 

  He was shot in the hand holding the gun, and the gun in his hand fell to the ground with a snap, and 

there was no chance to fire a second shot. 

 

  Qiao Nian unbuckled her seat belt and got out of the car with the gun in her hand. The pullover 

sweater was worn on her body with a kind of arbitrariness. 

 



  Even if she was standing there alone, it made her look like a mighty army. 

 

   "Who wants to try?" 

 

  The audience was quiet. 

 

  Qin Si just recovered from the bullet that almost passed through the car body, when he saw the girl 

shoot and get out of the car in one go. 

 

  Can't help but smack his mouth, eyes gleaming: "Damn, sister Qiao is handsome!" 

 

   It's not just him. 

 

   Even Bao Jingxing saw Qiao Nian's neat shot and got out of the car without saying a word, so he 

couldn't help but look a few more times, and said politely, "Well, no wonder Master Wang likes her." 

 

  Good love is never accommodation, but compatibility. 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't care about the chatting between the two people in the car, and raised her eyes to 

scan the audience, still looking down on everyone with a cold face, and there was an aggressive spirit in 

her eyes. 

 

  Cooked her red lips, cold and dry: "I said, who else is going to make trouble? I'm here now, and 

anyone who is not convinced can talk to me." 

 

   "I will accompany you to the end!" 

 

  In the crowd, someone recognized her. 

 

   "Joe, Qiao Nian?" 



 

   As soon as the name came out. 

 

  Many people were in an uproar— 

 

   "It's her? It's Qiao Nian from the First Research Institute? Feng Yu's heir." 

 

   "Isn't she refusing to go back to Ji's house? Why did she come here?" 

 

"Why is she here…" 

 

  The girl ignored the boiling discussions, leaned against the side of the car, lowered her head, took 

out a silver lighter from her pocket, and squeezed it for a while. 

 

  See no one stands up. 

 

  The ends of her eyes are slightly raised, she has beautiful eye shapes, but she is too surly and surly: 

"No one stands out, right?" 

 

   There was another silence in the audience. 

 

   Most of the people present heard her rumors. 

 

   A year ago, everyone didn't take this person from outside seriously. After Ji Ziyin's tragic failure, 

many people knew that she was not easy to mess with. 

 

  The forces behind it are very complicated. 

 

  It can be related to illegal areas, F continents and other places. 

 



   This is scary. 

 

   After all, Qiao Nian is only twenty years old. At this age, his background is unfathomable. He is 

ruthless and powerful. Who dares to provoke him? 

 

   Qiao Nian saw that no one said anything, and pointed to the man who was crying on the ground 

with his hands covered. 

 

   "Whose one of you is he?" 

 

  Everyone's eyes fell on the tattooed man. 

 

The man with the tattoo was so shocked that he had to stand up bravely: "He is from Santangkou, but 

there is a misunderstanding... I don't know why he suddenly attacked Nan Shao, it was definitely not me 

and him." Hall Master's meaning." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3434 Please outside, let me go inside 

 

   In this matter, the tattooed man really felt that he was wronged, and his tone was involuntarily 

stained with depression and grievance. 

 

  Ghost knows which muscle of the thin monkey is wrong. 

 

   Suddenly rushed out to attack Ji Nan. 

 

   No matter how arrogant and impulsive he is, he still knows that Ji Nan can't move, at least they 

didn't come forward to do it! 

 

   This is embarrassing. 



 

   Fortunately, Nan Shao is fine, otherwise they might not be able to explain clearly in the three halls 

today. 

 

  Qiao Nian flicked the lighter, looked thoughtfully at the wailing people on the ground, and then at 

the tattooed man who looked depressed and anxious to explain. 

 

  Because the tattooed man was eager to explain again, he opened his mouth concisely and said, 

"That's the inner ghost." 

 

   Inside ghost? 

 

  The eyebrows of the tattooed man jumped up, his fierce eyes fell on the thin man who was rolling 

on the ground, and he couldn't help being stunned. 

 

   Qiao Nian didn't want to talk nonsense with him, put away the lighter, turned around and said: 

"You should find out what's going on in front of you." 

 

  The third hall in the south is the most powerful one among the several halls in the south. Otherwise, 

as a deputy, he would not dare to threaten Ji Nan openly. 

 

  At this moment, his face was blue and red, and he couldn't help calling the girl who turned around: 

"May I ask, what is your identity here?" 

 

   This is what everyone present wanted to ask. 

 

  Everyone was looking at Qiao Nian. 

 

  Ji Nan just recovered from his astonishment, and was about to come over to see how Qiao Nian was 

doing, to see if she was injured or anything. 

 

   I happened to hear the tattooed man questioning Qiao Nian. 



 

  He was just about to step forward. 

 

  I saw the girl put her hands in her pockets, turned her head coolly, and said coldly, "You don't know 

that the seal of the head of the Ji family is in my hand?" 

 

   One sentence kills in seconds! 

 

  She doesn't need any identity, as long as the seal is in her hand, she can meddle in today's business! 

 

  The patriarch's seal represents the power of the Ji family head. 

 

  Ji Lingfeng never got this seal. 

 

  Qiao Nian's eyelashes rolled down, her eyes felt cold and dry, she didn't have time to waste time 

with them, she turned around and said to the man who was always standing by her side: "Please come 

outside, I'll go inside and have a look." 

 

  She was anxious to confirm Ji Lingfeng's physical condition. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan nodded knowingly, and had already finished the phone call: "Don't worry, I've called 

someone over." 

 

  Mo Dong's people will be here soon, taking over He Lin's defense. With Yaomen's people around, no 

one can force their way in today. 

 

  Qiao Nian took a deep look at him, said nothing, called Shang Jinan, and stepped into the old house. 

 

  He Lin's people were still watching at the gate of the old house. Before someone suddenly wanted 

to attack Ji Nan, they almost didn't react. 

 



  Seeing that Joe wants to go in now, he instinctively stops him. 

 

   "Miss Qiao, you can't go in, the patriarch said..." 

 

"Step aside!" 

 

   Qiao Nian looked over with one look, it was extremely dark and cold, and he didn't have that much 

patience. 

 

   As soon as the two of them were stared at by her, they flinched a step away, and sweat broke out 

on their foreheads: "Miss Qiao, you really can't go in..." 

 

  That's what she said, but no one had the guts to stand in front of her again. 

 

   Qiao Nian looked at the way they gave way, without saying a word of nonsense, and said to Ji Nan: 

"Follow me in." 

 

   Ji Nan knew very well that if she hadn't arrived in time just now, his skin would peel off even if he 

would not die, so he pursed his lips and followed her in. 

 

  ** 

 

   "What? People from Yaomen are here?" 

 

   "Why did Yaomen get involved? Aren't they always acting alone, won't they participate in the 

division of various forces in Independent Continent? Could it be that they also want to get a share this 

time?" 

 

   "Check again!" 

 

   "You must figure out what Yaomen wants to do!" 



 

   

 

  Chapter 3435 Why did Qiao Nian intervene in the muddy waters of Ji's family? 

 

Simon snapped off the phone, his well-maintained handsome face rarely showed an irritable expression, 

and walked back to the reception sofa in the office, condescendingly staring at the young man who 

came to look for him, his eyes were as sharp as a poisonous snake, as if the next It can bite down on the 

man's neck in seconds. 

 

"What did you tell me before? You told me that this is a good opportunity to carve up Ji's family, so I will 

listen to your words and take the risk of finding someone to kill Ji Nan... Now that Ji Nan is not dead, the 

person I arranged to enter is still arrested Stop it. If he spits out my existence, you know how much risk 

the Chamber of Commerce Alliance will take!" 

 

  Simon grabbed the phone tightly while talking, and the raised blood vessels on the back of his hand 

revealed his violent emotions at the moment. 

 

  He is in a bad mood. 

 

  The Chamber of Commerce Alliance has offended too many people in the past two years. 

 

  Ji Ziyin had dragged down the chamber of commerce alliance once when he was on the team, 

causing them to suffer a lot of losses. This time, he will miss again... I am afraid that the dissatisfaction 

with him within the alliance will become more and more serious! 

 

   "Are you playing with me?" 

 

  Simon thought of this, his azure blue eyes were no longer gentle and easy-going as he usually 

pretended to be, showing the sharpness of a superior. 

 

  The young man was far calmer than expected in the face of Taotao's anger, shaking the red wine 

glass in his hand, and he was still in the mood to laugh: "President Simon, take it easy." 



 

   "..." Simon looked at him coldly. 

 

He raised his head and took a sip of the wine. Seeing Simon's furious face, he shrugged his shoulders, 

slowly put down the red wine glass, and said easily, "You are not a fool. You used a false identity when 

you first contacted that person. You are just Use the debts he owed from gambling to force him to do 

things for you." 

 

   "No, even if he is caught, it is impossible for the people of Ji's family to get useful information from 

their mouths, let alone find you. You are nothing more than a pawn. What's the hurry?" 

 

  Simon frowned, and said coldly: "You don't understand anything!" 

 

  That Qiao Nianxie is very sexual. 

 

  Of course he knew that he was safe in everything he did, but if Qiao Nian intervened, he couldn't 

guarantee that he wouldn't be caught and then pull the entire chamber of commerce into it. 

 

  The young man looked at him quietly, raised the corners of his mouth, and immediately said: "Since 

you are worried, then I will solve that trouble for you." 

 

  Simon squinted his eyes and looked at him immediately: "What do you want to do?" 

 

"Only the living can confess, the dead can't speak." The young man picked up a cigarette from the table 

and lit it, as if he was talking about something: "I also have to show some sincerity to the president, 

don't I? Otherwise, how can our cooperation continue.” 

 

   "You have this ability...?" Simon obviously didn't believe that he could still do it at this juncture. 

 

  But that person seemed to know the situation on Independence Island very well, brushed off the 

cigarette ash with his slender fingers, and stretched his smile: "If that person falls into her or Yaomen's 

hands, it's really hard for me to do it." 



 

   "However, you are lucky. Qiao Nian doesn't have time to take care of such trivial matters. It will be 

easy to hand over the person to the front door for questioning." 

 

  Simon's tense body relaxed, obviously believing his words. 

 

  The young man stared at the scarlet cigarette **** at his fingertips, but there was no smile in his 

eyes. He clicked the corner of his mouth, got up and crushed the fire in the ashtray, and said to Simon, 

"Wait for my good news." 

 

  Simon can only put his hope on him for the time being, and he didn't go to see him off. He stood in 

the distance and watched his back leave his office. I was still thinking about how Qiao Nian would come 

back, and why she meddled in the muddy water of Ji's house... 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3436 The two sides have torn their faces 

 

  The gunshots outside alarmed the people in the old house. 

 

  Everyone in Juyi Hall has their own thoughts. 

 

  Ji Lingfeng sat on his seat and looked around: "Elders, do you understand?" 

 

   "..." 

 

  The second elder and the fourth elder exchanged glances with each other, but they didn't make a 

sound, responding to all changes with the same. 

 

  Ji Lingfeng's lips were pale, as if he knew that they would not compromise easily, so he turned his 

attention to the few people in the hall. 



 

"what about you?" 

 

   "..." 

 

  All the people he saw lowered their heads, avoiding his sight. 

 

   Silence is the answer at this time. 

 

  The entire Juyi Hall was silent and one could hear the sound of a needle being dropped. 

 

   "Heh." Ji Lingfeng's complexion was extremely bad for the naked eye, and his lips were bleak. 

Everyone could tell that he was seriously ill. This was the first time he showed obvious illness in the past 

two days. 

 

  Everyone knows it well. 

 

  Ji Lingfeng insisted on not showing any signs before, and he must be wary of them seeing it. Now 

that he hasn't hidden it, he can't hide it anymore. 

 

   "Do you think I can't do it?" 

 

  When he said this suddenly when the surroundings were quiet, everyone could see that he had 

murderous intentions. 

 

   Xie Yun frowned and looked straight at him: "Ling Feng, don't be impulsive." 

 

  She knew very well what Ji Lingfeng would do if he went to the last step. 

 



   But once he does this, he will be nailed to the pillar of shame after death, and become a madman 

and a laughing stock among everyone. 

 

   They have lived together for decades and are husband and wife again. 

 

  Xie Yun couldn't bear his ruined reputation in the end. 

 

   Ji Lingfeng glanced at her, his pale lips pursed into a straight line, extremely forbearing. 

 

   Xie Yun took a deep breath, and spoke to the elders for him: "Second elder, fourth elder. You 

should be very clear about what will happen next. Do you really want to gamble with him?" 

 

  The elders headed by the Second Elder and the Fourth Elder did not speak, but glanced at each 

other, feeling a little loose. 

 

  Xie Yun grasped the looseness: "I can tell everyone in advance that you will definitely lose. He is not 

joking with you! Everyone is doing it for the good of Ji's family, and there is really no need to make 

trouble to the point where both sides suffer. Everyone just sign!" 

 

  Second Elder saw her sincerity, hesitated to say: "But ma'am, this is not a trivial matter. It is 

absolutely impossible for us to just agree to hand over the family to someone who hasn't even entered 

the genealogy." 

 

   "Even if it is to be handed over to her in the end, it must at least pass our multiple assessments 

before the final decision can be made." 

 

  The so-called assessment is actually nothing more than an agreement with the new patriarch on 

how to distribute the benefits and seek a balanced benefit point. 

 

  Ji's house looks like flowers are blooming, but in fact, the inside is already full of fire cooking oil. 

 



  After Ji Wu Falcon passed away, Ji Lingfeng was pushed to take over the position of patriarch, but 

after all, he was not a legitimate direct bloodline. 

 

   In order to manage the family, Ji Lingfeng has actually divided his interests with several elders and 

main halls, which means that the power that originally belonged to the patriarch has been weakened, so 

that the following people also have a certain right to speak. 

 

   Now that Ji Lingfeng is at the end of his life, if they want to change people, from their standpoint, 

of course they must overturn the previously agreed interest division and re-divide the interests. 

 

  Among the benefits of redistricting, they will account for the bulk. 

 

  The patriarch will be elevated as a mascot. 

 

   This is also something they discussed in private before. 

 

   That's why they refused to sign what Ji Lingfeng gave them. 

 

   "So patriarch, we can't sign." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3437 Sister Nian: Let them go 

 

  Since the two sides have been torn apart. 

 

  Ji Lingfeng closed his eyes, and was just about to wave his hand to let He Lin carry out his final 

decision - even if both sides were hurt and the Ji family fell, he would return Qiao Nian to a clean Ji 

family! 

 

at this time. 



 

  Someone came in from outside. 

 

   "Well, it seems that I came at the wrong time. It's so lively~" The girl leaned against the door, 

against the light, and everyone couldn't see her face clearly at first glance. 

 

  But judging from the way she dresses and the surly look on her body, you don't need to look at her 

face to know who it is. 

 

   Ji Nan followed behind her. 

 

  Xie Yun saw Ji Nan first, and was very surprised: "Aren't you outside...?" 

 

  She was still very calm when she heard the gunshots outside, and quickly looked Ji Nan up and 

down with her eyes, and she was relieved when she saw that there was no blood on him. 

 

   Only then did he look at the girl at the door again, his face softened, and he knew very well that the 

reason why Ji Nan was not injured was probably related to Qiao Nian. 

 

  She greeted the girl: "Nian Nian." 

 

  Qiao Nian stood by the door with a strong aura, but facing Xie Yun, she restrained herself, nodded 

slightly, and called politely, "Aunt Xie." 

 

  Xie Yun's complexion softened, and she nodded. 

 

  Knowing in my heart that this is not the time to reminisce with the girl, I suppressed the urge to pull 

over and ask her when she came, and quietly stopped talking. 

 

   Several elders naturally also showed surprised expressions when they saw the girl coming in against 

the light, but they were not too surprised. 



 

  It's not the first time Qiao Nian has meddled in the affairs of Ji's family, and this time Ji Lingfeng 

insisted on handing over Ji's family to her, so it's hard to guarantee that she knew about it in advance. 

 

   "Is this a... meeting?" 

 

   After Qiao Nian came in, she put her hands on the table and turned to look at everyone. 

 

  She didn't bring anything on her body, except for one hand propped on the table, her eyes were 

half-closed, she was cold and dry, and her unquestionable aura was no weaker than that of Ji Lingfeng. 

 

   "What are you talking about? Can you let me listen?" 

 

  The tails of her eyes are raised, with a half-smile expression, and the smile is not wide-eyed. 

 

  Several elders and the hall master were whispering and buzzing, and for a while, they couldn't 

figure out what was going on in front of them. 

 

  ...Didn't the patriarch tell her? Or should the two join forces, one singing the red face and the other 

singing the bad face for them to see? 

 

  No one knows what the situation is right now. 

 

  No one dares to stand out rashly at this time. 

 

   It was Qiao Nian who saw that they had discussed for a long time but failed to reach a result, so 

Wei Wei stood up straight, with an oppressive force on her body. 

 

"When I came, there were a lot of people gathered outside. Those who didn't know thought that you 

were planning to rebel. I have already called people to come. If anyone stays outside within half an hour, 

I will pretend that anyone wants to change the patriarch. Help Aunt Xie clean up these people." 



 

  She didn't mention Ji Lingfeng's name. 

 

  But He Lin, who was standing behind Ji Lingfeng, had hot eye circles, and indescribable emotions 

surged in his heart. 

 

  Miss Qiao...is helping the patriarch to get ahead! 

 

  He tried his best to restrain his excitement, but still couldn't help clenching his fists, unable to hide 

his frenzied joy. 

 

   Qiao Nian turned around at this moment, and said to the man who had been sitting silently at the 

top, "Let them go first." 

 

   This is not a tone of discussion. 

 

   But a strong request. 

 

  Ji Lingfeng was rarely asked face to face, so he paused and did not immediately agree. 

 

  Joe couldn't read the situation clearly, he knew it very well. 

 

  Once these people are let go, these people will definitely be on guard, and it will be difficult to have 

such a good opportunity next time. 

 

  Ji Lingfeng is still hesitating. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3438 I never said I wanted Ji's family 



 

  He Lin persuaded him in a low voice behind him: "Patriarch, you should listen to Ms. Qiao first... 

Since you want to hand over the Ji family to Ms. Qiao, isn't it a slap in the face to disagree at this time?" 

 

  His last sentence is the key to convincing Ji Lingfeng. 

 

  Ji Lingfeng rubbed the center of his brows, closed his eyes slightly, and then opened them again, 

looking at the girl with his calm eyes: "You think it through yourself." 

 

   "?" 

 

  Qiao Nian always felt that there was something in his words. 

 

   It's just that the best way to solve the problem right now is to quell the internal strife in the family 

first, otherwise it will be seen that someone dares to take action against Ji Nan. 

 

  Independence Continent is afraid that there are countless pairs of eyes staring at them, waiting to 

fish in troubled waters. 

 

"kindness." 

 

   She responded. 

 

  Seeing this, Ji Lingfeng waved his hands: "Remove our people." 

 

   "Yes, patriarch." He Lin hurried to do it. 

 

  … 

 



  Everyone in Juyitang, you look at me, I look at you, want to leave but dare not be the first to stand 

out. 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't talk nonsense to them, didn't look into their eyes, took out a lighter from his 

pocket, raised his lips, and said in a dry tone: "I told you for half an hour." 

 

   "The ones out there." 

 

   "Within half an hour, whoever doesn't leave doesn't have to leave!" 

 

  The faces of the elders turned pale, and they knew her style very well. 

 

  Ji Lingfeng may still be afraid and considerate of them, but Qiao Nian... this is the person who 

bombed their ancestral hall. 

 

  What can't she do? 

 

The second elder had an encounter with Qiao Nian because of Ji Ziyin. Before leaving, he calmed down 

and said to the girl, "It's not that we don't agree, it's that this matter is too involved, and it is related to 

the future of the family. We don't want the Ji family to be killed because of you." dragged into the 

muddy water..." 

 

  He didn't dare to stay longer after speaking, and walked away without looking back. 

 

   Wait for everyone to finish. 

 

  Qiao Nian dragged a chair away and sat down, and confronted Ji Lingfeng face to face with a 

headache: "When I came, there were a few people outside, what's going on?" 

 

  Ji Lingfeng hasn't spoken yet. 

 



  He Lin just heard this when he came back from the outside, and quickly replied: "The patriarch 

wants to hand over Ji's family to you." 

 

   Qiao Nian sounds ridiculous. 

 

   Subconsciously looked at the sickly middle-aged man. 

 

  Ji Lingfeng avoided her gaze, but did not refute, only said wearily: "I don't have much time." 

 

  Qiao Nian felt a suffocation in his chest, not to mention the feeling, it was quite uncomfortable, but 

it wasn't the kind of pain that made him want to die. 

 

  She pursed her lower lip, staring at Ji Lingfeng with dark eyes: "I never said I wanted Ji's family." 

 

  Ji Lingfeng didn't look at her: "Not just for you." 

 

  He still avoided looking at the girl's eyes, suppressing the pain rising in his lungs, majestic and 

indifferent: "My body won't last long..." 

 

"Then go see a doctor!" Qiao Nian didn't like this kind of meaningless chat very much, interrupted him, 

and looked at Ji Lingfeng in surprise, cold and hard: "Since you don't feel well, then go to the hospital, 

you should How to treat a disease, how to treat, rest when you need to rest." 

 

   "If you give me the Ji family, will you live a hundred years or live a few more years?" 

 

   "I'm not a god. If you give me the Ji family, I don't have the ability to let you live for a few more 

years. Besides, I don't want the Ji family myself! I grew up around the city. What does the Ji family have 

to do with me?" 

 

  Under her harsh words, Ji Lingfeng was only silent for a moment: "I know my body." 

 



  Qiao Nian suddenly became angry, stood up quickly, and pushed the chair away: "Okay!" 

 

  He doesn't want to live anymore, and she can't control it! 

 

  Can she still save a person who doesn't want to live? 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3439 Sister Nian is a knife-mouthed bean curd heart 

 

  She wanted to leave sullenly. 

 

  Xie Yun, He Lin, and Ji Nan didn't expect that they would make such a fuss in just a few words. 

 

   For a while, I didn't know how to ease the tense atmosphere between the two. 

 

  Qiao Nian walked to the door, stopped suddenly, didn't look back, her back was straight, her tone 

was still cold and hard, not warm. 

 

   "You know that going to State M will be dangerous, why do you still go?" 

 

  Ji Lingfeng thought she would leave without looking back, just like many times before, but he didn't 

want to hear girls asking him questions. 

 

  He was silent for a while, after all, he didn't want to add the grievances of the previous generation 

to her, and make her bear things that she shouldn't bear at this age. 

 

   "...has nothing to do with you." 

 

"good." 



 

  The girl still didn't turn her head back. This time, she took big strides without turning her head. Her 

back quickly disappeared from everyone's sight. 

 

  He Lin saw that Qiao Nian was gone, so he couldn't help but said to the man: "Patriarch, why did 

you lie to Miss Qiao. You obviously..." 

 

   "Okay!" Ji Lingfeng interrupted him, and said tiredly: "I'm tired, help me back." 

 

   This time Qiao Nian lets go of these elders and hall masters, he has to find other ways to get these 

people to compromise and accept, and he doesn't know if his body can last until then. 

 

  Ji Nan took a step ahead, silently helped him up, held his arm, and said calmly, "Dad, I'll take you 

back to your room." 

 

  Ji Lingfeng saw his mature side face, and then remembered what He Lin said before he stopped 

everyone outside the hall by himself... 

 

   In the end, he didn't say anything, and let him help himself out of here. 

 

Xie Yun looked at the backs of the two father and son who were drifting away, her eyes were touched, 

she tilted her head and said to He Lin: "You said that he would rather give his son the only lifeboat when 

he was in the Black Sea, why did he not ask Ji Nan this time?" Opinions are strong to make decisions.” 

 

  Xie Yun actually knew very well in his heart that Ji Nan didn't want the Ji family, as long as Ji 

Lingfeng opened his mouth to talk to Ji Nan, it would be a matter of one or two sentences. 

 

   However, both father and son are like gourds with their mouths sawn, twisting each other more 

than the other, and neither of them is willing to speak their minds. 

 

  He Lin looked at Ji Lingfeng's disappearing back, and didn't know how to answer her, so he 

whispered: "Ma'am, are you not angry?" 



 

  Xie Yun smiled, but didn't speak. 

 

  Is she angry? 

 

   Of course angry! 

 

  She was so angry that Ji Lingfeng didn't put Ji Nan first, but the rest was fine, after all, it was Qiao 

Nian who saved her own sister back then, and she really loved Qiao Nian. 

 

  Besides, what does it have to do with Qiao Nian this time? 

 

  ** 

 

Outside. 

 

   Qiao Nian walked out of the old house and was looking at his phone all the way. When he reached 

the door, he followed his heart and called from the address book. 

 

  After a few rings over there, it was answered. 

 

   "Hey, how is it? Have you asked who that person is?" 

 

  Qiao Nian narrowed his eyes slightly, darkened, and said in a deep voice, "Old Zhong, can you do me 

a favor?" 

 

  Zhong Liuliu was taken aback by her, and said angrily: "The relationship between the two of us, if 

you have anything to say, just tell me directly. If I can help, can I help you?" 

 



  Qiao Nian didn't polite to him again: "I would like to trouble you to come to Independent Island, 

and trouble to bring those medicines you said to regulate the body." 

 

  Zhong Yiliu is not stupid, and immediately heard the clue from her words: "So that person is really... 

Jihuang?" 

 

  Qiao Nian looked up and saw Ye Wangchuan, Qin Si and others waiting for her outside, and Mo 

Dong was also directing the cleanup of the scene. 

 

  She paused slightly and slowed down: "En." 

 

"It's him." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3440 Miss Qiao, do you need my help? 

 

  Zhong Yiliu's tone on the phone became serious: "Okay, I see. I'll let them arrange it right away, and 

fly over to tell you." 

 

   "I'm sorry to trouble you." Qiao Nian stood there standing there, full of desolation, he didn't say 

thank you, but he was full of gratitude. 

 

   It's not the first day Zhong Liuliu knew her and knew her character. 

 

   said hurriedly: "I happen to be going to Independent Island too, not specifically helping you. Don't 

tell me, I'm going to prepare medicines." 

 

  Qiao Niancai would not believe his comforting words, kept this favor in his heart, and didn't say so 

many polite words: "I'll send someone to pick you up when we arrive." 

 



   "OK." 

 

  She could only hear Zhong Liuliu's vague answer, and his angry voice asking someone to accompany 

him to the warehouse to count the medicines. 

 

  Qiao Nian hung up the phone first, put down the phone slowly, and looked up to see Ye Fanchuan 

looking in her direction for an unknown amount of time. 

 

  She pulled down the brim of her hat with a cold hand, and walked towards him again. 

 

  Qin Si realized she had come out only after he realized it, and greeted her warmly: "Hey, sister Qiao, 

why did you come out alone. Uncle Gona?" 

 

  He was talking about Jinan. 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't know whether he didn't hear clearly or didn't care, anyway, he didn't refute his 

name, put his hands in his pockets and said: "He takes care of the patients inside." 

 

Mo Dong was directing Yaomen's people to stare at the eyeliner that cleans up the forces of all parties. 

He just heard something in his ear and touched his earlobe. The fierce scarred face looked very fierce, 

and he was naturally dumbfounded: "Um , Emperor Ji is sick? The rumors outside are true." 

 

  Qin Si just came to Independent Continent and hadn't heard the legend, so he asked him curiously: 

"What legend?" 

 

"The people outside are saying that Ji Huang is seriously injured, his life is dying, and he will not live for a 

few days... So this time, those people are behind the scenes. Otherwise, with Ji Huang's deterrent 

power, how could these people dare to run to the old age so arrogantly?" Put eyeliner on the door of 

the house." 

 

   "..." 

 



  Qin Si knew that Qiao Nian came back in a hurry for Ji Lingfeng, so when he heard Mo Dong's words, 

he rarely fell silent, didn't play tricks, and rarely frowned. 

 

"so serious?" 

 

  Mo Dong has always been straightforward: "It's quite serious! Anyway, during this period of time, I 

have been very unfriendly to the Ji family, and several of their halls have been fighting among 

themselves. A lot of the docks outside have also been taken away by the Chamber of Commerce 

Alliance..." 

 

  Independence Continent is a place that relies on strength to make a living, not so much. 

 

  The Ji family lost Ji Lingfeng and weakened visible to the naked eye. If other forces in Independent 

Continent don't take this opportunity to divide their territory, what are they waiting for? 

 

  Mo Dong didn't think there was anything wrong with these people. Independence Island was 

originally a place where the weak preyed on the strong, but it involved people Qiao Nian cared about. 

 

  He scratched his head, looked at the girl seriously, with warm eyes: "Miss Qiao, if you need help, 

just ask me..." 

 

   "Leave it alone." Qiao Nian rubbed her swollen brows, feeling a surge of air pressure in her chest, 

which was extremely annoying, and she didn't want to ask whether she should meddle in other people's 

business. 

 

  She politely declined Mo Dong's offer, stepped into the car, and said to Ye Wangchuan, "I want to 

go back and rest first." 

 

   "Sister Qiao, this is..." What's wrong. 

 

  Qin Si didn't finish talking. 

 



  He and Bao Jingxing exchanged glances, and they could see worry in each other's eyes. 

 

  When Qiao Nian seldom showed her emotions, she could see that she was in a bad mood this time, 

which showed that she just had a bad time in the old house. 

 

  But sister Qiao made this trip specially for Ji's family, why did this happen. 


